
16 or younger

17-24

25-32

33-40

41+

The converse billboards : 6

Jeans ad:5

Spearmint Rhino billboards: 2

Graffiti along train lines: 6

Most important

18%

75%

1. Please state your age group:

EYES THAT SEE 
VISUAL LANGUAGE IN PUBLIC SPACE
Survey Results

0%

4%

4%

12%

11%

19%

35%

25%

45%

17%

3. What public display has most caught your eye lately? Choose one or 
two of the below

4. Please name the particular example

5. Rate which aspects of design make this chosen example most successful. 1 being 
most important and 5 least important

59%

7%

Male

Female 59%

2. Please state your gender

41%

Advertising (bill boards, posters)

Public art (statues, sculptures, 
commissioned art) 

Street art (graffiti, stencils, 
stickers, non commissioned art)

Other, please specify

Colour

Scale/Size

Creativity/originality

The message

Aesthetics



Prefer to see or appreciate the most

50%

21%

31%

37%

21%

15%

18%

39%

8%

11%

3%

14%

58%

6%

Colour

Scale/Size

Creativity/originality

The message

Aesthetics

Other, please specify

18%
3%

52%

27%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

You found it offensive

You have seen too much of it around

You thought of it as vandalism

Not in your personal taste

Other, please specify

Advertising

Street Art

Public Art

6. Has there been anything in public recently that caught your eye, which you DIDN'T 
like? Choose one or two of the bellow

7. Why didn’t you like i

8. The next few images are placed in three categories. Please rate which category of 
public visual language do you prefer to see or appreciate the most. 1- more 
interesting, 3 –least interesting

9. What aspect of a design is most likely to attract your attention? Choose one

10. Do you think that society is too overloaded with advertising?

36%

15%

50%

10%

Advertising (bill boards, posters)

Public art (statues, sculptures, 
commissioned art) 

Street art (graffiti, stencils, 
stickers, non commissioned art)

Other, please specify
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